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ABSTRACT   
Automatic small animal whole-body organ registration is challenging because of subject’s joint structure, posture and 
position difference and loss of reference features. In this paper, an improved 3D shape context based non-rigid 
registration method is applied for mouse whole-body skeleton registration and lung registration. A geodesic path based 
non-rigid registration method is proposed for mouse torso skin registration. Based on the above registration methods, a 
novel non-rigid registration framework is proposed for mouse whole-body organ mapping from an atlas to new scanned 
CT data. A preliminary experiment was performed to test the method on lung and skin registration. A whole-body organ 
mapping was performed on three target data and the selected organs were compared with the manual outlining results. 
The robust of the method has been demonstrated.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Small animal imaging is increasingly used as a pre-clinical tool for testing new developed radiotracers, analyzing 
diseases and experimenting treatment effectiveness through their MRI, micro-CT and Position Emission Tomography 
(PET) images in vivo. This involves scanning a cohort of small rodents (typically mice and rats), and computing 
population statistics of specific organs or measuring and quantifying temporal changes in a region of interest (ROI).  
In molecular image analysis, reconstruction of kinetic parameters from small rodents’ PET data is an important approach 
for biomarker screening and disease analysis. However, the lack of anatomical information in PET makes it hard to relate 
the kinetic model with specific organs or tissues. Anatomical images from CT and MRI scans are often used to improve 
the identification of organs of interest. Another example is assessing tumor metabolism at very early stages from small 
animals. Common tasks include the tracking of tumor size and shape variations in a longitudinal experiment of rats or 
mice micro-CT/PET images acquired over time. The assessment procedure needs to perform on the day of inoculation, 
and locate the tumor site from any CT acquired subsequently. However the method is hampered by the difficulties in 
outlining the tumor on the CT/PET data.  Therefore, automatic tumor tracking techniques in a sequence of images are 
required. 
A common technique to solve abovementioned issues relies on the use of an atlas, where specific organs are mapped 
from the atlas to a subject and used to guide the organs segmentation. This approach requires robust registration 
techniques. One challenging step to study large numbers of individual animals is performing spatial normalization before 
any subsequent processing. For small animals, because of the anatomical structures of the articulated joints and the 
anatomical variability between two animals, it is challenging to position the animals in a same position with a same 
posture for each scan. The use of physical support, as designed bed, for the animals reduces large posture differences but 
a significant deformation of the animal bodies still exists from one scan to another and between different animals.  
Whole body organ registration is an important step to map organs from an atlas to any new data before a further image 
analysis step. Baiker et al. [1][2] proposed a method for organ approximation in low contrast CT data of mice. In this 
paper, we propose a novel framework for mouse whole-body organ mapping by non-rigid registration method. An 
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improved 3D shape context based non-rigid registration method is applied for mouse whole-body skeleton registration 
and lung surface registration. A geodesic path based non-rigid registration method is proposed for mouse torso skin 
registration.   
2. METHOD 
We propose a non-rigid registration based mouse whole-body organ mapping method from an atlas to mouse CT images. 
The framework of the method is given in section 2.1. Then from sections 2.2 to 2.4, several kernel algorithms are 
presented for explaining their applications in the framework. 
2.1  Framework of mouse whole-body organ mapping 
A framework of mouse whole-body organ mapping from our mouse template (atlas) to a target is proposed as:  
1) From a target mouse CT image, extract mouse skin, whole-body skeleton and lung automatically by image 
thresholding and meshing operations;  
2) Register the whole-body skeleton from the template to the target skeleton by the improved 3D shape context based 
non-rigid registration method we proposed;  
3) Register the lung from the template to the target lung by the improved 3D shape context based non-rigid 
registration method;  
4) Map the feature points from the template to the target using the skeleton registration result and clip out the torso 
skin from the target skin. Register the torso skin from the template to the target torso skin by a non-rigid registration 
method;  
5) Build a correspondence field from the skeleton, skin and lung registration results and create a thin-plate spline 
(TPS) transform from the correspondence field;  
6) Apply the TPS transform and map all organs from the template to the target.  
The kernel methods are presented in the following sections. 
2.2  Improved 3D shape context based non-rigid registration method 
The shape context based non-rigid registration method is a technique that uses the shape context based method for 
corresponding point matching between a pair of similar shapes from their landmarks. Deformable methods are then used 
for high resolution shape mapping guided by the correspondence field from the matched landmarks. 
In this paper, we use an improved 3D shape context model that we proposed previously [3] as the non-rigid registration 
method for mouse whole-body skeleton registration and mouse lunge registration from their meshes.  In the improved 3D 
shape context non-rigid registration method, polar coordinates (log-polar radius, azimuth and elevation) are used for 
defining bins and computing histograms of the bins. Cost between two histograms is expressed by 2χ -distance. A 
Hungarian algorithm, which is a shortest augmenting path algorithm for the linear assignment problem, is used to 
minimize the costs and enforce a one-to-one point matching. Topological structure correction (TSC) method is applied 
for removing long geodesic distance mismatches (LGDMs) and correspondence field smoothing (CFS) method is applied 
for solving neighbors crossing mismatches (NCMs). The registration adopts 4 iterative processes and the CFS methods 
in the 4 iterations adopt 4 Gaussian filters with kernel size 5, 4, 2 and 1 in sequence. 800 points from source and target 
decimated meshes respectively, computed from their original high-resolution surfaces, are used as source and target 
landmarks in the 3D shape context computation. Thin-plate spline transformation method is used for high-resolution 
mesh warping. 
2.3 Mouse whole-body skeleton surface extraction and 3D shape context based non-rigid registration 
In a mouse micro-CT image, the pixel intensity value of mouse bones is higher than that of the rest part of the image. By 
setting a threshold, a binary image with skeleton valued 1 and background 0 can be obtained. By applying a meshing 
method (marching cubes method) on the binary image, the mesh of the skeleton can be extracted. After mesh processing 
operation (removing noise and broken bones), a clean mouse whole-body skeleton can contain four unconnected skeleton 
meshes (Figure 1): 1) major skeleton (an integral connectivity of skull, spine, pubis, ischium and two hind limbs); 2) 
sternum; 3) left fore-limb skeleton and 4) right fore-limb skeleton. 
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Figure 1. Mouse whole-body skeleton extracted from its CT image. 
 
For mouse whole-body skeleton registration from the atlas to a target data, we use the improved 3D shape context non-
rigid registration method in section 2.2. Considering the accuracy and efficiency during the shape context computation 
and TPS transformation, we implement the whole-body skeleton registration process by four major steps: 1) initial major 
skeleton registration; 2) skeleton hind body and fore body separation based on the initial registration result; 3) hind-body 
and fore-body skeletons registration respectively; 4) whole-body skeleton warping by the obtained transformation matrix 
[3]. Figure 2 shows a major skeleton and separated fore-body skeleton and hind-body skeleton. 
      
(a)                                                              (b)                                                (c) 
 
Figure 2. Mouse major skeleton (a), fore-body skeleton (b) and hind-body skeleton (c). 
 
2.4   Mouse lung surface extraction and 3D shape context based non-rigid registration 
The air inside a lung has low pixel intensity values, compared to the pixel values from other tissues, in a mouse CT 
image. A similar image thresholding and meshing method as abovementioned is used for lung mesh extraction but with 
different thresholds.  Figure 3 shows a normal extracted lung surface from a mouse CT image. 
The improved 3D shape context non-rigid registration method in section 2.2 is applied for lung surfaces registration.  
 
 
Figure 3. An extracted lung surface (blue color). 
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2.5   Mouse skin extraction and geodesic path based non-rigid registration 
Since background pixels in a mouse CT image have lowest intensity values, mouse body in binary can be easily 
extracted from its background by a thresholding operation and its skin can be obtained by executing meshing operation 
on the binary image. 
Considering that the main organs (except brain, which is constrained by mouse skull) are located in the torso part of a 
mouse, we propose clipping out torso skins for the registration and use the registration result as one of the important 
constraints for the subsequent mouse organ mapping. 
The method is briefly described as the following steps: 
1) Define manually two feature points on the atlas skin (one on the skin and above first thoracic vertebra and the 
other above the third caudal vertebra) and clip out the atlas skin between the two axial plans (perpendicular to 
the longitudinal axis of the mouse body) formed from the two feature points. 
2) Set the number of points along the latitudes, and search the evenly distributed point pairs on two terminal 
contours of the clipped skin (as shown in Figure 4(a)). For each pair of points, find the geodesic path between 
them and distribute points evenly (with a defined number of longitudinal points) on the path (Figure 4(b)). 
3) For any target skin, map the two feature points from the atlas to the target skin by their skeleton registration 
result. Clip out the torso skin and use the same method in step 2) to find the evenly distributed points with the 
same number of latitudinal points and the number of longitudinal points as in the atlas.  
4) From the two groups of points from the atlas and the target skin, a point correspondence field can be built. 
5) Use the correspondences and TPS transform to compute the TPS transformation matrix from the atlas skin to 
the target skin. 
  
(a) Example of points distribution (black dots) on one terminal 
contour (red colour) and two geodesic paths (red colour). 
(b) A set of distributed points (red colour) on a skin (torso) 
by geodesic path distribution method. 
 
Figure 4. Geodesic curves and points distribution on mouse skins.    
 
3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this paper, all mouse CT images were acquired by a same micro-CT/PET scanner. With a pre-defined scan protocol, 
the mice were positioned with a similar posture that they were positioned with prone manner and their fore limbs were 
stretched forward along two sides of their heads and their hind limbs were stretched backward with toes facing up. The 
CT image size is 384×384×461 with the pixel resolution 0.21737 mm.  
In the analysis of surface registration results, we used the method in [4] and a surface measurement tool [5] to calculate 
MAD error (mean absolute distance of all sampled points) and face RMS error (root mean square error of all sampled 
triangle faces) between two compared surfaces. Dice score is used to evaluate organ volume registration results. 
3.1 Mouse atlas (template) 
The mouse atlas we used was originally from Digimouse (21 organs) [6][7] but generated by registering all organs in the 
Digimouse into a specific mouse CT image which was scanned according to our mouse image scan protocol with 
specific position and posture as abovementioned. Figure 5 shows the mouse template (surface rendering) we used in the 
experiments. 
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Figure 5. The mouse template generated from Digimouse (top view and side view). 
 
3.2 Test of skeleton, lung and skin registration 
A series of experiments were designed to test the performance of the proposed methods for mouse skeleton, lung and 
skin registration. 
Figure 6 shows a result of the registered lung, skeleton and skin compared to their respective target surfaces. The 
performance of the improved 3D shape context non-rigid registration for mouse whole-body skeleton registration has 
been demonstrated in [3]. Table 1 lists the MAD errors and face RMS errors between the registered template lungs and 
target lungs from 6 subjects. Table 2 lists the MAD errors and face RMS errors between the registered template skins 
and target skins from 4 subjects. 
 
 
(a) Target lung (red color) and 
registered lung (blue color) 
from a template. 
 
(b) Target skeleton (yellow color) and 
registered skeleton (blue color) 
(c) Target skin (light red color) and registered 
torso skin (blue color) 
Figure 6. An example of registered lung, skeleton and skin.    
 
 
Figure 7. Result of whole-body organ mapping from our mouse template to a target mouse.    
 
Table 1.  MAD and face RMS errors between the registered lungs (from atlas) and target lungs. 
 Lung 1 Lung 2 Lung 3 Lung 4 Lung 5 Lung 6 
MAD error (mm) 0.13 0.20 0.36 0.35 0.26 0.32 
Face RMS error (mm) 0.26 0.37 0.59 0.62 0.45 0.63 
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Table 2.  MAD and face RMS errors between the registered skins (from atlas) and target skins. 
 Skin 1 Skin 2 Skin 3 Skin 4 
MAD error (mm) 0.20 0.26 0.31 0.34 
Face RMS error (mm) 0.29 0.53 0.63 0.62 
 
3.3 Test of mouse whole-body organ mapping 
Three mouse CT images (named target 1, 2 and 3) were used to test the performance of the mouse organ mapping 
framework. One biologist was invited to outline the recognizable organs from the CT images and form three labeled 
volume images for the outlined organs. Main organs that could be manually segmented were brain, heart, lung and 
kidneys (we currently investigate the use of contrast agents to delineate other organs). A meshing method was applied to 
process the labeled volume images and obtain their mesh representations of the organs. 
Our mouse atlas was then registered to the three mouse CT images and 21 organs from the atlas were mapped into them. 
The registered brain, lung, heart and kidneys were selected and compared with the outlined organs to evaluate the 
performance of the registration method. Figure 7 shows one whole-body organ mapping result from our mouse atlas to 
the target 2. Figure 8 shows a comparison of registered organs (brain, lung and kidneys – green color) with the outlining 
organs (red color) on target 1 in a mesh view. 
Table 3.  Dice scores between registered organs and outlining organs on three registration results. 
 Dice score 
Brain Lung Heart Kidneys 
Target 1 0.86 0.83 0.76 0.62 
Target 2 0.86 0.54 0.67 0.53 
Target 3 0.79 0.68 0.69 0.58 
 
Table 3 lists the dice scores of the registered organs and outlined organs on the 3 targets. In summary, the brain 
registration results get highest dice score for all 3 targets. For target 1, lung registration result gets high dice score, but 
the scores are low for targets 2 and 3. One of the reasons is that the two mice died during the CT scan, therefore causing 
the collapse of lung capacity, introducing their lung shapes great difference from a normal one. The reason also 
indirectly caused the low scores of the heart registration results in the targets 2 and 3. The kidney dice scores had the 
lowest values in the table. Visual inspection revealed important anatomical variability in the relative position of the three 
pairs of kidneys in the three mice (Figure 9). Besides the registration errors, this cause also contributed to the errors 
  
 (a) Target 1 (b) Target 2 (c) Target 3 
 
Figure 8. Registered brain, 
lung and kidneys 
(green color) 
compared to the 
outlining surfaces 
(red color) on target 
1. 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of kidneys’ relative position on 3 slices from 3 
volume images by manual outlining. 
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between the registered results and outlining results. In the next step, we will define a standard mouse CT scan protocol to 
regulate the position and posture of mouse to reduce potential organ movement and improve image quality. Further 
validation of the method will be performed on more data. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We proposed an automatic mouse whole body organ mapping method from an atlas to new scanned CT data. A 
preliminary experiment and registration result were obtained and compared to the outlined results for four organs. The 
registration errors were discussed and a future improvement was proposed. 
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